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Indispensable pre-mitotic endocycles promote aneuploidy in the
Drosophila rectum
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ABSTRACT
The endocycle is amodified cell cycle that lacksMphase. Endocycles
are well known for enabling continued growth of post-mitotic tissues.
By contrast, we discovered pre-mitotic endocycles in precursors
of Drosophila rectal papillae (papillar cells). Unlike all known
proliferative Drosophila adult precursors, papillar cells endocycle
before dividing. Furthermore, unlike diploid mitotic divisions, these
polyploid papillar divisions are frequently error prone, suggesting
papillar structures may accumulate long-term aneuploidy. Here, we
demonstrate an indispensable requirement for pre-mitotic endocycles
during papillar development and also demonstrate that such cycles
seed papillar aneuploidy. We find blocking pre-mitotic endocycles
disrupts papillar morphogenesis and causes organismal lethality
under high-salt dietary stress. We further show that pre-mitotic
endocycles differ from post-mitotic endocycles, as we find only the
M-phase-capable polyploid cells of the papillae and female germline
can retain centrioles. In papillae, this centriole retention contributes to
aneuploidy, as centrioles amplify during papillar endocycles, causing
multipolar anaphase. Such aneuploidy is well tolerated in papillae, as
it does not significantly impair cell viability, organ formation or organ
function. Together, our results demonstrate that pre-mitotic
endocycles can enable specific organ construction and are a
mechanism that promotes highly tolerated aneuploidy.
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INTRODUCTION
In many post-mitotic tissues, continued growth and development is
achieved by a cell cycle modification known as the endocycle.
In diverse tissues, including the human trophoblast lineage,
endocycles alternate DNA synthesis and gap phases to generate
polyploid cells (see cell cycle nomenclature in the Materials and
Methods; Fox and Duronio, 2013; Pandit et al., 2013). The
polyploidy resulting from endocycles usually increases the size of
individual cells, thus enabling post-mitotic tissue growth (Edgar
et al., 2014; Epstein, 1967). The use of endocycles in post-mitotic
tissue growth was recently shown to be crucial for Drosophila
blood-brain barrier integrity (Unhavaithaya and Orr-Weaver, 2012).
Although endocycles frequently occur in post-mitotic cells, a

return to an M-phase-like state is possible after the endocycle. In the
developing Drosophila ovary, 15 germline nurse cells undergo five
pre-mitotic endocycles, which are followed by an M-phase-like

period where homologous chromosomes condense and locally
disperse via a condensin-mediated mechanism (Dej and Spradling,
1999; Hartl et al., 2008). This mitotic state can progress further in
mutants that accumulate mitotic cyclins, leading to spindle
formation and metaphase chromosomes in these polyploid nuclei
(Reed and Orr-Weaver, 1997). However, nurse cells do not
normally segregate sister chromosomes into daughter cells after
this M-phase-like period but instead return to further endocycles
without mitosis-like chromosome separation/compaction.

Recently, we discovered the first example of a complete return to
mitosis after endocycles in normally developing Drosophila. In
2nd instar larvae, the rectum consists of a one-cell thick tube of
∼100 cells. These larval cells undergo two endocycles to generate
octoploid cells. Subsequently, during metamorphosis, these
octoploid cells undergo, on average, two complete cell divisions
as the rectal tube splits into four cone-shaped luminal structures
termed rectal papillae (papillae or papillar cells). Papillae are
thought to perform significant water, ion and metabolite absorption
in diverse insects (Phillips, 1981; Wigglesworth, 1942). Taken
together, the above-mentioned nurse and papillar cell studies
suggest distinct endocycle programs may dictate whether polyploid
cells can later enter mitosis. If so, identifying molecular differences
between pre- and post-mitotic endocycling cells can uncover key
regulation that promotes or suppresses polyploid cell division.

If polyploid cells do successfully enter mitosis, one recurring
challenge for such cells is the propensity for mitotic errors. For
endocycled cells, this is most extensively documented in cancer
cells, in which endocycles are associated with mitotic chromosome
aberrations and aneuploidy (Davoli and de Lange, 2012; Levan and
Hauschka, 1953). Similarly, inducing ectopic endocycles in
Drosophila can lead to error-prone division and to aneuploidy
(Hassel et al., 2014; Vidwans et al., 2002). Much like aberrantly
endocycling cells, mitosis of Drosophila papillar precursors is
highly error prone (Fox et al., 2010). Given its accessible genetics
and development, Drosophila papillar formation provides an
amenable system in which to study why error-prone polyploid
divisions, rather than faithful diploid divisions, would be used for
organ construction.

One potential challenge for polyploid mitotic cells is the
amplification of centrosomes and subsequent multipolar division
(Duncan et al., 2010; Hassel et al., 2014). In many cells with
multipolar spindles at metaphase, mechanisms exist to reduce – but
not eliminate – the degree of aneuploidy from a multipolar
anaphase. In one mechanism, multipolar spindles are transient.
Instead of multipolar division, extra centrosomes cluster. Such
clustering leads to merotelic microtubule attachments and minor
chromosome mis-segregation during a bipolar division, instead of
major chromosome mis-segregation from a tripolar division
(Duncan et al., 2010; Ganem et al., 2009; Silkworth et al., 2009).
A second mechanism is termed reductive division. In reductiveReceived 10 March 2014; Accepted 16 July 2014
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divisions, spindles remain tripolar, but DNA is segregated in a near
2:1:1 ratio (Duncan et al., 2010; Mazia et al., 1960). In tetraploid
mouse hepatocytes, this mechanism is thought to generate one near
tetraploid and two ploidy-reduced near diploid daughters, thus
minimizing the often detrimental imbalance between different
chromosomes that results from random tripolar DNA segregation
(Duncan et al., 2010; Gentric and Desdouets, 2014). Recent
evidence also argues that, in the absence of clustering or reductive
divisions, even a single tripolar division can be lethal (Ganem et al.,
2009; Stewénius et al., 2005). The cell death associated with lethal
tripolar divisions was recently attributed to causing microcephaly in
mice (Marthiens et al., 2013).
Here, we address the role of endocycles and resultant error-prone

divisions in papillar formation. We find that papillar cells require
pre-mitotic endocycles for normal development. In the absence of
pre-mitotic endocycling, the larval rectum fails to accurately
disperse into four adult papillar structures. As a result, papillar
structures are malformed, and the resulting flies are intolerant of
high-salt dietary conditions. Although pre-mitotic endocycles are
thus required for papillar development, we find they are also a
mechanism of papillar aneuploidy. In both the M-phase-capable
polyploid papillar cells and stage 5 nurse cells, centrioles can be
retained. As a result, papillar cells accumulate supernumerary
centrosomes during pre-mitotic endocycles, which then lead to
tripolar anaphases. These anaphases lack significant centrosome
clustering or 2:1:1 reductive divisions, leading to highly variable
DNA segregation and aneuploidy. Furthermore, increasing the rate
of such variably aneuploid tripolar divisions does not extensively
perturb papillar morphogenesis, viability or function. Taken
together, our results define a role for pre-mitotic endocycles in
organ formation and aneuploidy generation. Our findings suggest
centriole retention distinguishes M-phase-competent endocycled
cells, and ties this endocycle variant to significant (yet tolerated)
aneuploidy.

RESULTS
Pre-mitotic endocycles retain centrioles
Unlike papillar cells, most endocycled cells do not divide. We thus
searched for cellular features that might distinguish pre-mitotic and
post-mitotic endocycles. One potential distinguishing feature
between non-mitotic endocycling cells and mitotic cells is
elimination of centrioles. A previous report found that post-
mitotic follicle cells of the adult female Drosophila ovary lack
centrioles by stage 10 (Mahowald et al., 1979), at which point
follicle cells have completed three rounds of endocycles (Lilly and
Spradling, 1996, Calvi et al., 1998). We thus examined whether
centriole retention correlates with the mitotic potential of
endocycled cells. To examine centrioles in diverse endocycling
tissues, we examined localization of the centriole-associated protein
Pericentrin-like protein (Plp; Martinez-Campos et al., 2004) and the
centriolar scaffold Asterless (Asl; Dzhindzhev et al., 2010). We
defined a centriole as a discrete focus containing both of these
proteins.
First, we re-examined centriole loss in the post-mitotic follicular

epithelium using Plp and Asl antibodies. We detected a sharp
decline in centriole number (Asl+, Plp+ foci) between stages 8 and
9, and rarely detected any centrioles by stage 10 (Fig. 1A-C). Next,
we examined centrioles in additional non-mitotic endocycling
tissues. Beginning 8 h into embryonic development, cells of
several Drosophila alimentary canal tissues also enter endocycles
and, although such endocycling may be discontinuous, these
tissues undergo further endocycling/polyploidization during larval

development (Smith and Orr-Weaver, 1991). By late larval
development, we observed a lack of centrioles in post-mitotic
endocycled cells from four 3rd instar larval cell types: midgut
enterocytes, salivary gland secretory cells, enterocytes of the
hindgut ileum and polyploid Malpighian tubule cells (Fig. 1D,E,I,
supplementarymaterial Fig. S1A). Thus, centriole loss is a frequent
property of post-mitotic endocycling tissues.

Our findings in the post-mitotic endocycling cell types we
examined contrast our findings inM-phase-prone endocycling cells.
Fifteen ovarian nurse cells enter a mitosis-like state after five
endocycles (Dej and Spradling, 1999). Although these endocycled
nurse cells normally lack centrioles (Fig. 1F), it is not that the
centrioles cannot be detected, but rather that they cluster and migrate
to the neighboring oocyte through inter-connected ring canals
(Fig. 1F,F′; Mahowald and Strassheim, 1970).

We thus blocked oocyte specification to determine whether these
M-phase-capable endocycled cells possess a mechanism that

Fig. 1. Centriole elimination and retention in polyploid Drosophila
tissues. (A) Follicle cell centrioles (co-labeled with Plp and Asl) in a stage
7 egg chamber. (A′) Split Plp and Asl channels, magnified fourfold, from the
boxed region in A. (B) Stage 10B follicle cells lacking centrioles, as evidenced
by lack of overlapping Asl/Plp foci. (B′) Split Plp and Asl channels, magnified
fourfold, from the boxed region in B. (C) Quantitation of centriole loss in follicle
cells (FC), where the presence of a centriole is defined by Asl and Plp
co-labeling (n=127-2213 cells/stage). (D) Centrioles are absent from polyploid
enterocytes (EC) of the 3rd instar larval (L3) midgut, but are present in the
diploid adult midgut precursor (AMP) nests. Cadherin (Cad, red) marks cell
boundaries in this and in other panels where indicated. (D′) High magnification
of boxed region in D. (E) Centrioles are present in the diploid imaginal ring, but
not in polyploid secretory L3 salivary gland cells. Dashed line indicates the
boundary between diploid and polyploid cells. (F) Stage 5 wild-type egg
chamber germ cells with centrioles only in the oocyte (OC), not in the nurse
cells (NC). (F′) Higher magnification of F. (G) Stage 4 and 5 egl1 egg chambers
germ cells with centrioles retained in the NCs. (H) Quantitation of centriole
retention in egl1 mutant and wild-type nurse cells. Germ., germarium. Ten
wild-type and five egl chambers were counted per stage. (I) Centrioles are
absent in the polyploid ileum of the L3 hindgut but are present in the rectum
(arrowheads). (I′) High magnification of boxed region in I. Scale bars: 20 µm.
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actively retains centrioles. To do this, we examined centriole
localization in egalitarian (egl1) mutant ovaries. These mutants lack
a specified oocyte and instead have 16 polyploid nurse cells, owing
to defective dynein-mediated recruitment of oocyte-localized
mRNAs mediated by the RNA-binding activity of Egl (Theurkauf
et al., 1993; Mach and Lehmann, 1997; Clark et al., 2007;
Dienstbier et al., 2009). Indeed, nurse cell centrioles remain in
polyploid nurse cells during egl1 mutant endocycles (Fig. 1G,H).
Perhaps as a remnant of the migratory process, these centrioles
frequently clustered in one area of the egg chamber (Fig. 1G).
Importantly, egl1nurse cell centrioles are still present at stage 6, the
furthest that egg development progresses in this genotype. At this
stage, nurse cells have undergone five endocycles to reach 64C
DNA content, and have thus completed more endocycles than
wild-type stage 13 follicle cells (16C), which have lost centrioles
(Fig. 1C; Dej and Spradling, 1999; Mach and Lehmann, 1997),
suggesting that it is not a lesser degree of endocycling that enables
egl1 nurse cells to retain centrioles.
Similar to egl1 nurse cells, wild-type papillar precursors of the 3rd

instar larval rectum also retain centrioles (Fig. 1I,I′). The ability of
rectal cells to retain centrioles for the ∼5 day period after which they
have exited the endocycle suggests that cell cycle activity is not
required for centriole retention. This observation is further supported
by our data that several adult follicle cells begin to lack centrioles by
egg chamber stage 8, prior to exit from the endocycle (Fig. 1C; Lilly
and Spradling, 1996; Calvi et al., 1998). Taken together, our
examination of Drosophila endocycling tissues suggests that
centriole retention correlates with future polyploid mitotic potential.

Pre-mitotic endocycles are a mechanism of centriole
amplification that seeds aneuploidy generation
We previously characterized programmed cell cycle alterations that
accompany Drosophila rectal papillar construction. During the 2nd
instar larval stage (L2) of Drosophila development, precursors of
the adult papillae endocycle to increase chromosome content from
diploid to octoploid (Fig. 2A). Subsequently, during hours 22-48 of
pupal development (P1-P2), these precursors undergo canonical
mitotic cell cycles as octoploid cells (Fig. 2A; Fox et al., 2010).
Given that papillar cells retain centrioles in the larval stages, we

next examined the consequences of such centriole retention. Plp
focus staining is a well-demonstrated readout of centriole pair
number (Bettencourt-Dias et al., 2005; Brownlee et al., 2011; Slevin
et al., 2012), and Asl co-staining provided us with further
verification of centriole pair number. Counting the number of
Plp+ Asl+ foci in individual papillar precursors revealed that
although most cells have two discernible centriole pairs, 16% of
rectal cells contain additional centrioles (Fig. 2D,F).
To determine whether the increased centriole number in a subset

of papillar cells depends on endocycle progression, we blocked
endocycles throughout the developing hindgut using fizzy-related
( fzr) RNAi. fzr is an activator of the anaphase promoting complex/
cyclosome (APC/C), which is necessary and sufficient for its
oscillations during endocycle progression (Narbonne-Reveau et al.,
2008; Sigrist and Lehner, 1997; Zielke et al., 2011). We used the
Gal80 temperature-sensitive system to restrict fzr knockdown to
the brief period of larval endocycling, thus avoiding any potential
effects on pupal mitosis (Fig. 2A, see Materials and Methods).
Using byn Gal4, we expressed fzr RNAi in the hindgut during L2
endocycles (Fig. 2A, fzr). In fzr L3 larvae, papillar precursor nuclei
are clearly smaller and contain less DNA (compare Fig. 2B with C).
As a further test of the efficacy of our fzr RNAi, we examined S
phase activity in wild type and fzr. In wild-type L2 animals, EdU

frequently accumulated in early and late S-phase patterns in the
rectum (supplementary material Fig. S1B,D; Fox et al., 2010). By
contrast, fzr animals contained very few cells in S phase
(supplementary material Fig. S1C,D). Thus, fzr RNAi effectively
blocks rectal endocycles.

Unlike wild type, we could not detect fzr papillar precursors with
more than two centriole pairs (Fig. 2E,F). These results suggest that
papillar endocycles increase centriole number, albeit inefficiently.
Such inefficient centriole amplification could be due to the lack of
efficient centrosome licensing that normally takes place as cells pass
through mitosis (Nigg and Raff, 2009).

As centriole amplification is tied to aneuploidy, we next examined
the contribution of centriole amplification to papillar development.
To follow centrosomes during pupal divisions, we expressed
Centrosomin GFP (CnnGFP, see Materials and Methods) or used a
Cnn antibody (supplementarymaterial Fig. S2A). Thirteen percent of
all dividing papillar cells contain three or four Cnn foci (compare
Fig. 3A, with B,C). This frequency is very close to the frequency of
cells with supernumerary centrioles that we find prior to papillar
mitosis (16%, Fig. 2F), suggesting that each Cnn focus is a single
centrosome. It remains possible that our centriole/centrosome
counting at the light microscope cannot always discern very closely
associated centriole pairs, leading to an under-estimation of papillar
centrosome number. However, in 10/10 examples, we found only
single centriole pairs in mitotic papillar cells using serial section
electron microscopy (supplementary material Fig. S2B).

We next followed papillar divisions in cells with extra
centrosomes. Previously, we have reported that many papillar
cells contain mitotic bridges or lagging chromosomes (Fox et al.,
2010). Given that lagging chromosomes are connected to clustering
of extra centrosomes and merotelic spindle attachments (Ganem
et al., 2009; Silkworth et al., 2009), we examined whether extra
centrosomes correlate with papillar mitosis errors. To monitor
chromosomes and cytokinesis, the CnnGFP flies also expressed
RFP Histone H2AV (HisRFP) and Moesin GFP (MoeGFP, Fig. 3A;
supplementary material Movie 1).

Fig. 2. Centrioles amplify during papillar endocycles. (A) Overview of
the papillar cell cycle program. L2 and L3 refer to larval instars, P1 and P2 refer
to days since pupation. Period of fzr RNAi indicated. (B,C) DAPI (DNA) stain
of L3 rectums. (B)Wild typewith octoploid nuclei. (C) Transient fzr RNAi, as per
the scheme in A, taken at the same exposure settings as B. (D,E) Centrioles
in a single representative L3 rectal cell. Cadherin, purple; Plp, green; Asl,
purple. (D) Wild-type cell with three centrioles. Anti-Plp occasionally
recognizes a structure in the nucleus. (E) fzr RNAi cell with two centrioles.
Arrows indicate centrioles. (F) Quantitation of centriole number from D and E.
At least 46 cells were counted per experimental condition, each of which
included a minimum of two replicates with multiple animals scored per
genotype. The distribution of centriole number in fzr RNAi is significantly
different from wild type (*P<0.005, χ2 test). Scale bars: 10 µm.
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As a result of metaphase centrosome clustering, many studies of
cells with extra centrosomes report less than 10% complete
multipolar anaphase (Basto et al., 2008; Duncan et al., 2010;
Ganem et al., 2009; Marthiens et al., 2013; Silkworth et al., 2009).
By contrast, although we could detect efficient centrosome
clustering in some papillar cells (defined as two centrosomes
moving together prior to a bipolar division; supplementary material
Fig. S2C; Fig. 3C,D; supplementary material Movie 2), the majority
of papillar cells with extra centrosomes (56.5%) do not efficiently/
fully cluster and instead undergo multipolar division (Fig. 3B-D;
supplementary material Movie 3). Papillar multipolar divisions are
always tripolar and account for approximately one quarter of papillar
division errors (Fig. 3D). An additional type of papillar mitotic
defect, chromosome bridging/lagging, also occurs. Defects in this
class occur not only when we can clearly detect extra centrosomes,
but also where we observe only two unclustered centrosomes/
spindle poles (Fig. 3D; supplementary material Fig. S2D,F). From
these analyses, we conclude that (1) centrosomes do not efficiently
cluster during papillar mitosis, leading to frequent multipolar
mitosis; and (2) centrosome clustering is not the only cause of
papillar division errors.
We next examined the degree of aneuploidy generated by tripolar

papillar divisions. In addition to clustering, previous studies (Duncan
et al., 2010; Mazia et al., 1960) showed that cells with complete
tripolar DNA segregation can decrease the degree of aneuploidy by
partitioning the chromosomes in an almost even reductive 2:1:1 ratio.
Using 3D rendering of total DNA,wewere able to determinewhether
papillar cells frequently undergo such reductive divisions. Bipolar
papillar anaphases evenly distribute half of the DNA into each
daughter with high frequency (Fig. 3E,G). By contrast, tripolar
papillar anaphases exhibit high variability in DNA segregation
(Fig. 3F,G), with some cells undergoing equal (33%) three-way

segregation, whereas others have over twofold DNA content
differences between daughters (supplementary material Fig. S2E).
This resulting DNA content distribution differs significantly from an
expected distribution of cells undergoing near 2:1:1 reductive
divisions (P<0.05; Fig. 3G, see Materials and Methods). Thus,
instead of employing efficient centrosome clustering or reductive
division mechanisms, papillar cells with extra centrosomes yield
daughters with highly variable aneuploidy.

Papillar development accommodates frequent multipolar
aneuploidy
Our above results found tripolar mitosis occurs during wild-type
papillar development, and that papillar cells lack efficient clustering
or ploidy reduction mechanisms that decrease (but do not eliminate)
the ensuing aneuploidy. Although only one round of such divisions
can be lethal, the extra chromosome copies in papillar cells might
lessen the impact of an aneuploid genome on cell survival. To test this
idea, we reasoned that increasing the number of papillar cells with
tripolar divisions from the 7% level inwild typewould revealwhether
such aneuploidy is viable. To increase the frequency of tripolar
divisions, we ectopically expressed plk4/SAK overexpression
transgenes (SAK-OE, see Materials and Methods), which were
previously shown to induce extra centrosomes (Basto et al., 2008;
Rodrigues-Martins et al., 2007).

We first expressed SAK-OE in 2N larval neuroblasts. As expected
from previous work (Basto et al., 2008), SAK-OE neuroblasts
frequently have more than two centrosomes (Fig. 4A; supplementary
material Fig. S3A,B). Also consistent with previous results (Basto
et al., 2008),we findneuroblasts cluster or inactivate extra centrosomes
(Fig. 4A; supplementary material Movie 4) and spindle poles
(supplementary material Fig. S3A,C, Movie 5) to undergo bipolar
division. Next, we expressed SAK-OE constructs in 8N papillar cells.

Fig. 3. Multipolar division generates variable aneuploidy in papillae. (A) Time-lapse of 8N cell undergoing non-errant mitosis. Transgenes: H2AV-RFP (His),
Moesin GFP (Moe) and Centrosomin GFP (Cnn). (B) Time-lapse of 8N cell undergoing tripolar mitosis. Transgenes as in A. Time is in minutes relative to
anaphase onset. (C) Distribution of bipolar and tripolar divisions in relation to observed centrosome number in wild-type papillae. (D) Distribution of normal,
errant bipolar and errant tripolar divisions in wild-type papillar cells. For errant bipolar divisions, the fraction of cells with observed extra centrosomes is also
indicated. Data in A-D are from n=379 divisions from among 37 replicate experiments. (E,F) 3D volumetric analysis of daughters from a non-errant bipolar (E) and
a tripolar (F) papillar division. (G) Histograms tracking the percentage of volumetrically established DNA content (see Materials and Methods) after a bipolar or
tripolar division. These values are plotted relative to the expected segregation pattern for a 2:1:1 reductive division (see Materials and Methods). Data in E-G are
from a minimum of n=14 divisions per division outcome. Scale bars: 10 µm.
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These constructs increased the percentage of cells with three or more
distinct centrosomes from 12.8% in wild type to 89.1%, and the
distribution of centrosome number was similar to 2N SAK-OE
neuroblasts (supplementary material Fig. S3A,B). However, in
contrast to 2N SAK-OE neuroblasts, 8N SAK-OE papillar cells with
extra centrosomes maintain a similar rate (57%) of tripolar division as
wild type (Fig. 4B; supplementary material Fig. S3A,D,E, Movies 6
and 7). Thus, SAK-OE increases the tissue-wide tripolar division
frequency, but does not alter the probability that an individual papillar
cell with amplified centrosomes will undergo tripolar division. The
lack of papillar centrosome clustering is dependent on fzr activity
during endocycles, as expressing fzr RNAi during endocycles (as in
Fig. 2) in SAK-OE papillar cells dramatically decreases the rate of
multipolar papillar division during pupal development (10% tripolar
divisions; supplementary material Fig. S3E-G, Movie 8). Taken
together, these data suggest passage through endocycles interfereswith
the ability of papillar cells to cluster amplified centrosomes.
As SAK-OE increases the number of tripolar divisions in

developing papillae approximately eightfold, we could determine
whether three-way division leads to lethality in this polyploid tissue.
By TUNEL staining, we detect some cell death during wild-type
rectal development, which probably reflects the extensive cell death
known to be associated with remodeling of the hindgut during
metamorphosis (Robertson, 1936). However, we could not detect
any increase in apoptotic cell death between wild-type and SAK-OE
pupal rectums (Fig. 4C-E), whereas a positive pro-apoptotic control

(UAS-hid, UAS-rpr) led to an obvious increase in TUNEL labeling
(Fig. 4E). Thus, multipolar division in papillar tissue is highly
viable throughout development and into adulthood.

Given our observed lack of increased cell death in SAK-OE
papillae (up to 75% multipolar anaphase; supplementary material
Fig. S3C), and the recent finding that 3.6% multipolar anaphase in
neural stem cells causes microcephaly in plk4-OE (SAK-OE) mice
(Marthiens et al., 2013), we next examined whether increased
tripolar aneuploidy hinders papillar development. Wild-type adult
papillae have a cone-like shape (Fig. 4F). Despite the high level of
aneuploid divisions in SAK-OE animals, adult papillae appear
similar in size and shape to controls (compare Fig. 4G with H).

We further examined whether SAK-OE papillae contained any
gross defects in organ morphology. Insect papillae are frequently
wider at the base, where cells surround a centrally located canal
(Fig. 4F), which is thought to help recycle reabsorbed water and ions
back into the fly’s circulatory system (Berridge and Gupta, 1967;
Wigglesworth, 1942). Although most wild-type papillar cells are
close to 8C DNA content after pupal day 2 (P2) divisions, we
previously showed that on pupal day 3 (P3) the cells that form the
wider bottom region of the papillae go through one post-mitotic
S-phase to become 16C (Fox et al., 2010). In addition to these
regional ploidy differences, adult papillae also exhibit regional gene
expression differences. From a screen of a recently released Gal4
enhancer line collection (Pfeiffer et al., 2008), we identified three
separate Gal4-tagged enhancers expressed at the papillar base

Fig. 4. Multipolar aneuploidy is well tolerated and does not perturb papillar development. (A,B) Time-lapse of centrosomes in (A) ubi-SAK neuroblast
undergoing centrosome clustering and bipolar division or (B) tripolar division of a ubi-SAK papillar cell. Transgenes are indicated. Arrowheads indicate
centrosomes. Time is in minutes relative to anaphase onset. (C-E) TUNEL (green) staining in mitotic stage pupal rectums. DNA, purple; r, rectum. (C) Wild type.
(D) ubi-SAK. (C′,D′) High-magnifications of boxed region shown in C and D, respectively. (E) Graph of fold difference in TUNEL staining between wild type versus
ubi-SAK or UAS-hid, UAS-rpr (n=10 animals/genotype). (F) Schematic of adult papillar structure, illustrating base with central canal and regional ploidy
differences. (G,H) DNA (DAPI) stain of one side of a single wild-type (G) or ubi-SAK (H) adult papilla. (I,J) EdU labeling (green) of post-mitotic S-phase in a 50 h
pupal papilla from (I) wild type or (J) ubi-SAK. DNA, purple; EdU, green. (K) Graph of adult papillar cell number in wild type and ubi-SAK from at least 28 papillae/
genotype. Data are mean±s.d. The difference in cell number is significantly different where indicated (*P<0.0001 by unpaired t-test). (L) Four-cell clone
(green) induced during wild-type papillar development. (M) Three-cell clone (green) induced during ubi-SAK papillar development. (N) Average clone size from
lineage experiments. Data are mean±s.d.; n=54 wild-type and 34 ubi-SAK clones; nearly every clone is from a separate animal. A minimum of two experimental
replicates/genotype was performed. Clone size in wild type and ubi-SAK are significantly different where indicated (*P<0.01 by two-tailed t-test). Scale bars:
10 µm (white); 250 µm (yellow).
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(supplementary material Fig. S4A,C,E). Thus, developing papillae
exhibit localized differences in post-mitotic S-phase and enhancer
expression. These localized differences appear grossly normal in
SAK-OE animals, as determined by both post-mitotic S-phase
pattern (compare Fig. 4I with J) and location of papillar base cell
reporter expression (supplementary material Fig. S4B,D,F).
Upon closer examination, we did note a ∼20% cell number

decrease in SAK-OE papillae (Fig. 4K). Given the high tripolar
division frequency in SAK-OE animals and the production of one
extra daughter by these divisions, this number decrease could reflect
the lack of additional mitosis following a single tripolar division. If
so, the average division number in SAK-OE papillae should
decrease relative to wild type. To test this model, we performed
clonal analysis of papillar development by sporadically inducing a
permanent clonal mark before division (supplementary material
Fig. S4G, seeMaterials andMethods). We then examined the output
of each precursor by examining clone size in adults.
By cell counts, we previously estimated that each wild-type

papillar precursor produces four cells. This estimate agrees with our
wild-type lineage data for both the mean (3.9, Fig. 4L,N) and
median (4) clone size. We also detect smaller (two or three cell) and
larger (maximum seven cells) clones in wild type, suggesting
papillar precursors divide one to three times. Relative to wild type,
SAK-OE animals have a smaller mean (3.1, P<0.01, Fig. 4M,N) and
median (3) clone size. Furthermore, the number of SAK-OE clones
greater than three cells (which must reflect multiple rounds of
divisions) decreases in SAK-OE animals (from 67% to 36%;
supplementary material Fig. S4H). This latter finding supports our
data on lack of cell death in SAK-OE animals, as cell death could
prompt a compensatory proliferation response, leading to larger
clones from the remaining cells. It remains possible that, over time,
some attrition of a minor fraction of tripolar daughters occurs.
Overall, our cell death, cell count and lineage results suggest tripolar
papillar divisions produce aneuploid daughters, the majority of
which remains viable into adulthood.

Rectal papillar development requirespre-mitotic endocycles
Our above results suggest centriole retention distinguishes pre-
mitotic endocycles and also contributes to error-prone mitosis and
long-term aneuploidy. Thus, this developmentally programmed
organ formation event employs a highly error-prone method to
generate new cells. Given that all other knownmitotic precursors in
Drosophila are diploid, we hypothesized that papillar development
employs error-prone division because of a requirement for
pre-mitotic endocycles. To test this model, we again blocked
papillar endocycles by transiently expressing fzr RNAi as in
Fig. 2A.We then allowed these animals to proceed through papillar
morphogenesis, when the rectal tube splits into four papillae and
becomes enveloped by the genital imaginal disc (Fig. 5A,E; Fox
et al., 2010). Unlikewild-type pupae, which uniformly exhibit near
octoploid papillar karyotypes (Fig. 5B; Fox et al., 2010), fzr pupae
frequently exhibit only diploid or only diploid and tetraploid
mitotic karyotypes (Fig. 5C,D). Although chromosome number is
decreased in fzrmutants, these animals exhibit a similar number of
papillar precursors in late larval development, before the mitotic
period (Fig. 5G). These results are consistent with efficient
knockdown of pre-mitotic endocycles, leading to substantial
reduction of polyploidy in papillar precursors following transient
fzr RNAi.
After fzr animals progress through papillar morphogenesis, we

observed a striking morphological phenotype. Unlike in wild type
(four uniform papillae), fzr animals frequently contain three or fewer

mis-shaped papillae (Fig. 5E,F,H). This suggests fzr animals have a
defect in splitting of the single rectal tube into four papillae.
Furthermore, perhaps as a compensatory response to blocking the
endocycle in fzr papillae, these animals undergo additional
proliferation of the now mostly diploid cells, as overall papillar cell
number increases (Fig. 5G), owing to additional S- and M-phase
activity during the normal period of pupal number expansion
(supplementary material Fig. S5). This cell number increase also
occurs in fzr RNAi; SAK-OE animals (Fig. 5G), suggesting the small
amount of remaining tripolar divisions in this genotype does not
substantially alter the fzr phenotype. Taken together, we find pre-
mitotic endocycling promotes tripolar division, but is required for
proper formation of Drosophila rectal papillae.

Fig. 5. Pre-mitotic endocycles are required for papillar morphogenesis.
(A) Schematic of papillar morphogenesis during pupation, with rectal (green)
and genital disc (purple) cells indicated. (B) Nearly 8N wild-type male papillar
karyotype, with one X- and two 4th-chromosomes missing, likely due to
chromosome mis-segregation. (C) fzr RNAi 2N male papillar karyotype.
(D) Graph of distribution of karyotypes/animal seen in fzr RNAi experiments.
Twenty-seven animals were scored from among 10 experimental replicates.
Data are mean±s.d. (E) Wild-type adult rectum with byn Gal4-driven UAS-
GFP-labeled papillae in green (DNA is in purple). (F) Transient fzr RNAi adult
rectum with byn Gal4-driven UAS-GFP-labeled papillae in green (DNA is in
purple). (G) Average papillar cell number in wild-type, fzr RNAi and fzr RNAi;
SAK-OE animals, assayed at L3 and/or adult stages. Data are mean±s.d. (H)
Average papillar number in wild-type and transient fzr RNAi adults. Data are
mean±s.d. For fzr RNAi, 64 animals were scored in total from among six
experimental replicates. Scale bars: 5 µm (white); 50 µm (yellow).
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The papillar pre-mitotic endocycle program is required for
survival under salt-stress conditions
Finally, we examined the impact of the papillar cell cycle program
and its resulting aneuploidy on organismal physiology. Given the
papillar-specific defect of fzr animals in the hindgut (supplementary
material Fig. S6A versus B), and the lack of significant byn
expression in other adult fly tissues (Chintapalli et al., 2007), we
were able to use fzr animals to examine the physiological effect of
blocking pre-mitotic papillar endocycles. Despite exhibiting severe
papillar organogenesis defects, fzr adults are similarly viable
relative to controls when fed a control diet (Fig. 6A). As papillae
are thought to regulate water and ion balance in dipterans (Berridge
and Gupta, 1967; Garrett and Bradley, 1984), we next used a salt-
stress assay to examine the physiological function of wild type and
various mutant papillae. We subjected wild-type and fzr flies to a
high-salt diet (see Materials and Methods). Relative to controls, fzr
animals have a marked decrease in survival under high-salt
conditions (compare Fig. 6A with B). These results suggest
disrupting pre-mitotic endocycles impairs papillar formation to a
point that is detrimental to organ function.
To similarly test whether papillar division after endocycles is

required for wild-type papillar function, we exposed mutant flies
expressing Notch (N ) RNAi to high salt. We have previously shown
that N RNAi prevents division and morphogenesis of papillar cells,
resulting in one or two papillae with∼100 total cells, instead of four
papillae with ∼400 total cells (Fox et al., 2010). As with fzr RNAi,

NRNAi (expressed with byn Gal4 during mitosis, whenN acts in the
papillae, Fig. 6C) disrupts only rectal papillae and not the rest of the
hindgut (Fig. 6D, supplementary material Fig. S6C). Furthermore,
as for fzr flies,NRNAi flies die when fed a high-salt diet (Fig. 6E,F).
Together, we find pre-mitotic endocycles and subsequent polyploid
divisions in Drosophila rectal papillae are key to organ formation
and function.

Finally, we examined whether the highly aneuploid papillae
formed by SAK-OE retain adult papillar function. Unlike fzr and N
animals, SAK-OE animals display high-salt tolerance (compare
Fig. 6E with F). Taken together, these results show that the papillar
cell cycle program of endocycles followed by mitosis is crucial for
adult Drosophila survival under high-salt stress. This essential cell
cycle program generates significant aneuploidy through retention
and amplification of centrioles, but such aneuploidy does not impair
cell survival or function.

DISCUSSION
Recently, we described the contribution of error-prone polyploid
mitotic precursors to the generation of Drosophila adult rectal
papillar structures. This discovery led to three related questions: (1)
why do papillae use a polyploid precursor, when all other known
Drosophila precursors are diploid; (2) what distinguishes mitotic
papillar cells from non-mitotic polyploid cells; and (3) what is the
long-term outcome of errant papillar divisions? In this present
study, we explored these inter-related questions. Our data show that:
(1) pre-mitotic endocycles are indispensable for normal papillar
organ construction, yet (2) they retain and amplify centrioles, unlike
non-mitotic polyploid Drosophila cells. However, (3) the resulting
centriole-induced aneuploidy is both well tolerated and non-
disruptive with regards to tissue formation and function.

Papillar development requires pre-mitotic endocycles
In the absence of pre-mitotic endocycles, papillar formation is
severely disrupted. Based on the well-known connection between
endocycles/polyploidy and increased cell size, a likely explanation
is that fzr RNAi decreases the size of rectal cells, which prevents
proper papillar formation. Pre-mitotic endocycles may generate
precursors of a large size or specific shape that are needed to form
four papillar structures. Related to this potential size requirement,
the excess proliferation in fzr pupae may represent a compensatory
response to decreased precursor tissue mass. The resulting over-
proliferation in fzr RNAi animals could disrupt papillar
morphogenesis by keeping papillar cells in a proliferative state
when morphogenesis should occur. The potential need for
sequential control of endocycles/cell growth followed by mitosis
in papillar cells may differ from organs such as the developing
Drosophila wing, where endocycling, cell growth and proliferation
can be inter-changed without disrupting final organ structure
(Neufeld and Edgar, 1998; Weigmann et al., 1997).

Future work is required to see whether a failure in cell size
regulation accounts for all aspects of the fzr RNAi papillar
phenotype, including the initial failure of the rectal tube to split
into four papillae. One alternative, but not mutually exclusive,
possibility is the use of the endocycle to promote differentiation and
change papillar gene expression. For example, the endocycle may
ensure appropriate levels of Notch signaling, which we
characterized previously as a key regulator of papillar mitosis and
morphogenesis. Similarly, in the adult, it remains possible that the
endocycle activates key salt-absorption genes that are crucial for
papillar function, in addition to its role in morphogenesis. We also
cannot rule out a possible endocycle-independent function of the

Fig. 6. The papillar cell cycle program is required for survival under
salt-stress conditions. (A) Graph of percentage survival in wild-type and
fzr RNAi animals, as a function of days subjected to sucrose (control) diet.
(B) Percentage survival in the same genotypes as A, as a function of days
subjected to salt stress. (C) Scheme to block mitosis of 8N papillar cells
with Notch (N ) RNAi. (D) Rectum of representative N RNAi animal with
byn Gal4-driven UAS-GFP-labeled papillae in green (DNA is in purple).
(E) Percentage survival in animals expressing eitherNRNAi orUAS-SAK, as a
function of days subjected to sucrose (control) diet. (F) Percentage survival in
the same genotypes as E, as a function of days subjected to salt stress diet.
Data are from at least five replicates from 15 female flies per genotype
(mean±s.d.). Scale bar: 50 µm.
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APC/C in papillar development, given the documented endocycle-
independent functions of the APC/C and Fzr/CDH1 proteins in
Drosophila and other organisms (van Roessel et al., 2004; Konishi
et al., 2004; Herrero-Mendez et al., 2009).

Centriole retention and pre-mitotic endocycles
Based on our data on centriole retention in papillar and nurse cells,we
favor the model that distinct endocycle programs in polyploidizing
cells determine future mitotic competence. Retaining centrioles (in
the absence of secondary centriole elimination mechanisms, such as
migration to an oocyte) may thus serve as a useful marker for
polyploid cells that retain mitotic potential. However, centriole
retention alone is unlikely to be required for future mitotic re-entry of
polyploid cells, as morula mutant nurse cells form an acentriolar
spindle (Reed andOrr-Weaver, 1997).Rather, centriolesmayserve as
one easily recognizable marker for retention of a broader polyploid
mitotic program. In Drosophila, an additional marker of mitotic
competence after an endocycle is likely to be the replication of late-
replicating sequences. Both papillar cells and the first five nurse cell
endocycles initiate late replication, (Dej and Spradling, 1999; Fox
et al., 2010) whereas the other tissues examined in our centriole
retention study are known to under-replicate late-replicating
sequences (Endow and Gall, 1975; Gall et al., 1971; Sher et al.,
2012). Additional study of the differences between pre- and post-
mitotic endocycles, such as the mechanism of centriole elimination,
will uncover keymolecular differences between these distinct classes
of endocycles and could reveal the requirements for promoting or
suppressing polyploid mitosis.

Aneuploidy tolerance in polyploid cells
Numerous studies link polyploidy in cancer cells to aneuploidy; our
work, along with studies in yeast and mouse hepatocytes (Duncan
et al., 2010; Storchova et al., 2006), suggests that non-cancerous
polyploid cells also generate significant aneuploidy. Our present
work shows that papillar aneuploidy generated by tripolar divisions –
recognized as a frequently lethal form of aneuploidy after only one
division – does not substantially impact survival, development or
function of papillar cells. This aneuploidy viability contrasts previous
work showing that whole-organism aneuploidy decreases viability in
flies (Bridges, 1921a,b; Lindsley et al., 1972). Several possible
models might explain this difference. First, changes in the ratio of
remaining chromosomes aftera tripolar division of an8Ncellmay not
cause sufficiently detrimental gene/protein dose changes. Second,
papillar cells may possess a dose compensation mechanism to
neutralize aneuploid gene expression, similar to aneuploid
Drosophila S2 cells (Zhang et al., 2010). Third, it remains possible
that papillar cells share common cytoplasm, allowing for protein
equilibration, as was recently described in polyploid Drosophila
follicle cells (McLean and Cooley, 2013). Finally, given the recent
finding that polyploid-derived hepatocytes with a chromosome-
specific aneuploidy can expand to confer disease resistance (Duncan
et al., 2012), it remains possible that papillar aneuploidy generates a
diverse pool of aneuploid cells that are poised to respond to future
tissue stress.Now that the robust aneuploidy tolerance of papillar cells
is established, these possibilities can be explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly stocks
Wild-type genotypes:UAS-cnn GFP, his RFP; byn Gal4, UAS-moe GFP for
live imaging, and byn Gal4, UAS-moe GFP or w1118 for fixed imaging. Fly
stocks have either been described previously (Fox and Spradling, 2009; Fox
et al., 2010) or are described on FlyBase (http://flybase.org/). Stocks referred

to as SAK-OE refer to ubi-SAK or UAS-SAK. For fzr RNAi, we usedUAS-fzr
RNAiv25550.

Fly genetics
Except where indicated, all UAS-transgenes were driven by byn Gal4.
Lineage analysis was carried out on flies containing hs-FLP and act-FRT-
STOP-FRT-lacZ (Struhl and Basler, 1993). Control and SAK-OE flies were
subjected to 60 min 37°C heat shock after embryonic rectal divisions, but
before pupal polyploid divisions, and then dissected as adults. For temporal
UAS expression, flies were kept at 18°C until the time of specified
transgene induction, at which time they were shifted to 29°C. For fzr RNAi,
embryos/newly hatched UAS-fzr RNAi; Gal80(ts) byn Gal4 larvae were
kept at 18°C for 2 days, then shifted to 29°C until wandering 3rd larval
instar, then shifted back to 18°C to turn off the RNAi. To visualize adult
papillae in these fzr animals (Fig. 5F; supplementary material Fig. S6B),
adult flies were shifted back to 29°C again to induce UAS-GFP (papillar
cells are quiescent at this time). For salt feeding, newly eclosed adult flies
were aged for 1 week on normal food, then placed in empty vials containing
a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge cap filled with 5% sucrose only (control) or
250 mM NaCl mixed with 5% sucrose. Flies were transferred to new
feeding vials daily and monitored for survival.

Tissue preparation
Tissue was dissected and either fixed or processed for live imaging as
previously (Fox and Spradling, 2009; Fox et al., 2010) Antibodies used
were: anti-Cnn (1:100; Heuer et al., 1995), Anti-Plp (1:2000; Rogers et al.,
2008) andAnti-Asl (1:2000, a gift fromGreg Rogers, University of Arizona,
Tucson, USA), anti-Phospho-Histone H3 (Cell Signaling, 96705, 1:2000),
anti-GFP (Invitrogen, 3E6, 1:2000), anti-DE-Cadherin (1:50,
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), anti-γ-Tubulin (Sigma,
GTU88, 1:1000) and anti-β-galactosidase (Abcam, Ab9361, 1:1000).
TUNEL was performed using the In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit
(Roche), as per manufacturer’s instructions. EdU labeling has been
described by Fox et al. (2010). For supplementary material Fig. S5,
40 ng/ml colchicine (Sigma) was added to the samples for 1 h prior to
fixation, to enrich for mitotic cells. For EM, tissue was fixed and processed
as described previously (Cox and Spradling, 2003; Ohlstein and Spradling,
2006). Serial sections (80 nm) were cut.

Microscopy
Fixed images were acquired using either a Zeiss AxioImager M.2 with
Apotome processing at 20×, 40× or 63×, or a Leica SP5 confocal at 40× or
60×. Live imaging used an Andor XD Spinning Disk Confocal Microscope
with a 60× silicon objective. For EM, sections were viewed with a Technai
F30 electron microscope at 300 kV.

Image analysis
Z-projections were assembled using ImageJ software. Movies were
assembled using MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices). Adobe
Photoshop software was used to adjust brightness and contrast. ImageJ
was used to count papillar cell number. For volumetric DNA content
analysis (Fig. 3), we used IMARIS software to convert His-RFP signal to a
3D object, from which total volume was calculated. The relative per cell
distribution of an M-phase 16C octoploid parental cell was then determined
by the amount of DNA segregated to each daughter. To generate the model
plot of near 2:1:1 reductive divisions, we assumed the small 4th
chromosomes contribute negligible DNA and the remaining DNA was
evenly distributed between the other 24 chromosomes (48 chromatids) in
each octoploid nucleus. One chromatid is thus equivalent to 2.08% total
DNA. For each division, the percentage DNA segregated to a daughter was
then converted into a chromatid number, and a histogram was generated. To
introduce variance caused by mis-segregated chromosomes, we fixed 58%
of cells at a perfect 2:1:1 segregation and allowed the other 42% of cells to
mis-segregate up to four chromatids. This was based on our observation that
42% wild-type papillar cells with extra centrosomes exhibited lagging/
bridging DNA (supplementary material Fig. S2F). Our observed tripolar
data was compared with this model data using a Mann-Whitney test.
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Cell cycle nomenclature
We use endocycle to refer to any programmed cell cycle in which the
genome reduplicates without any entry into mitosis. We recognize the use in
the literature of other terms to describe this same event, such as endomitosis,
endoreduplication and endoreplication. We use 1N to define the haploid
number of chromosomes (four for Drosophila) and use 1C to define the
haploid DNA content.
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